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Abstract 
Chen, X., On the local connectedness of frames, Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 7Y 
(1992) 35543. 
Through the study of connected congruences of frames. we prove, without assuming any Choice 
Principle, the frame counterpart of the topological result that any Tychonoff space containing X 
as a dense subspace is locally connected if X is locally connected and pseudocompact. 
Introduction 
In the theory of Tychonoff spaces, an interesting topic is the local connected- 
ness of the Stone-Tech compactification [2, 4, 51. There are two fundamental 
results: (1) for any Tychonoff space X, its Stone-Tech compactification /3X is 
locally connected if and only if X is locally connected and pseudocompact; (2) any 
Tychonoff space containing X as a dense subspace is locally connected if X is 
locally connected and pseudocompact. Recently, Baboolal and Banaschewski [l] 
proved the frame analogue of the first result. Concerning the frame version of the 
second, it was left an open problem in [l] “without the Boolean Ultrafilter 
Theorem, that any regular subframe of a locally connected compact regular frame 
is locally connected”. This paper will show that the answer to this question is 
affirmative, which then also proves the frame version of the second result. 
This paper will be mainly presented algebraically in the language of frames. To 
get a simpler and more streamlined presentation, we will study frame congruences 
instead of sublocales. The investigations on connected congruences will lead to 
the frame analogue of certain phenomena of connected sets in topological spaces. 
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To trace the topological intuition behind our arguments, we will provide some 
remarks for several key results. 
1. Basic notions 
For general background of frames and locales, we refer to [7]. 
Let L be a frame. The top (bottom) element of L will be denoted by e (0). For 
a E L, its pseudocomplement is denoted by a* and is given by a* = V {x E L ( x A 
a = O}. For a frame homomorphism h : L + M, its right adjoint is denoted by 
h, : M+ L and is given by h,(b) = V {xE L ) h(x)5 b}. A frame homo- 
morphism h : L+ M is called dense if h(x) = 0 implies x = 0. 
A frame L is called regular if a = V {x E L 1 x < a} for each a E L, where x < a 
means x* v a = e. A frame L is called completely regular if a = V {x E L ( x i< a} 
for each a E L, where x << a means that there exists a doubly indexed sequence 
(x,,~),,=~,., . +O.l.. ..211 such that 
x = x,,O 3 x,,,h xX,,.k+I ) ‘n.2” = a 3 ‘,,k = X,,+I.2k 
for all n = 0, 1, . , and k = 0, 1, . . , 2”. For a completely regular frame L, its 
Stone-Tech compactification will be denoted by PL and V, : p L+ L is the 
compact completely regular coreflection of L. We refer to [3] for the details. 
An element c E L is called connected if c = x v y and x A y = 0 imply x = c or 
y = c, for any x, y E L. L is called connected when the top e E L is connected. L is 
called Zocally connected if each element of L is a join of connected elements. 
For a frame L, the frame congruences on L form a frame EL, the congruence 
frame. The top and bottom of CrL are denoted by V and A. For any a E L, 
Vu={(x, y)Ixva=yva}, called closed, is the least congruence containing 
(0, a); 4, = 1(x, Y) I x A a = y A a}, called open, is the least congruence contain- 
ing (e, u). Each VU is complemented in KL with complement A,. The map a-V, 
is a frame embedding L-+ EL, whereas the map a-d, is a dual poset embed- 
ding L+ EL taking finitary A to finitary v and arbitrary V to arbitrary A. The 
correspondence L * ci L is functorial such that, for any h : L+ M, 
6h : 6 L + EM takes a congruence on L to the congruence generated by the 
image of h X h. Moreover, the right adjoint of Kh is simply (h x 
h)-’ : EM-EL. 
For any frame L, there is a one-one correspondence between the congruences 
of L and the sublocales (i.e. quotient frames) of L. 
2. Closed homomorphisms 
Here, we derive some results needed in the next section. 
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Definition 2.1. A frame homomorphism h L-+ is if h,(h(x) v y) = 
h,(y) for any L, y M. 
L is a frame homomorphism : M is if 
h(a) b = implies a h,(b) = 
Proof. Consider h(x) v E M. r < v y), means 
h,(h(x) y) v = e, h(x) v v h(r*) e, hence v r*) h,(y) = 
and therefore < x h,(y). By regularity of h,(h(x) v = x h,(y). as 
0 
Lemma A frame h : L+ M is closed if and only if 
(h X h))‘(V,,) =V,*(l,, for each V,, E EM 
Proof. In general, we have (h X h))‘(V,) 2 Vhecuj .
(+) (x> Y) E (h x h)-‘(Y) implies h(x) v u = h(y) v a, hence x v h,(u) = y v 
h,(u), that is, (x, Y) E VJIBtUJ. 
(+I) For XE L, YE M, since h(h,(h(x) vy)) vy= h(x) vy, we have 
(h,(h(x)v y),x)E(h x h)-'(q,)=V,,e,Y,. So, h,@(x) v Y) = h,(x) VY. q 
Theorem 2.4. For regular L and compact M, any frame homomorphism 
h : L + M is closed. 
Proof. Suppose h(a) v b = e, then there exists a r E L with r < a and h(r) v b = 
e. But b = (h(r*) A h(r)) v b = h(P) v b, hence h(r*) 5 b, that is r* S: h,(b). 
Thus, a v h,(b) = a v r* = e. 0 
Remark. Actually, we can show that any frame homomorphism from a strong 
Hausdorff frame to a compact frame is closed, which is a frame analogue of the 
fact that any continuous map from a compact to a Hausdorff space is closed. The 
proof is rather more complicated than the above, so we omit it here. 
3. Local connectedness 
In this section, we will use frequently the simple fact that, for any a,b E L, 
V, 4 A,, iff a A b = 0 , 
4,~ V, iff a v b = e , 
Firstly, we recall a lemma from [l]. 
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Lemma 3.1. If a frame homomorphism h : L- M is dense and M is connected, 
then L is connected. 
Proof. Suppose e = x v y and x A y = 0 in L. Then e = h(x) v h(y) and h(x) A 
h(y) = 0 in M, hence e = h(n) or e = h(y), that is, h(y) = 0 or h(x) = 0, and 
consequently y = 0 or x = 0 by the denseness of h. 0 
Definition 3.2. A congruence 8 E 6~5 is called connected iff Lltl is connected 
Remark. The study of connected frame congruences is the same as that of 
connected sublocales. Our purpose is to convert some classical results on con- 
nected (not necessarily open) subsets of a topological space into the pointfree 
context. 
Definition 3.3. For any 8 E CXL, the closure of 8, denoted by r?, is defined to be the 
V, where a is the largest element such that (0, a) E 0. 
Immediately, we have the following facts: 
(1) the induced frame homomorphism L/k L/8 is dense; 
(2) A0 =V,. for any a E L. 
Lemma 3.4. For any frame L, the following are true: 
(1) A, is connected iff a is connected in L. 
(2) If 13 E CCL is connected, then e is connected. 
(3) If a is connected in L, then V,, = a, is connected. 
(4) For any frame homomorphism h : L -+ M, 0 E CM connected implies that 
(h x h)-‘(8) is connected. 
Proof. (1) Since L/A, = J, a. 
(2) We may apply Lemma 3.1, since the homomorphism L/6+ L/0 is dense. 
(3) Apply (2) to 8 = A,. 
(4) Since the induced frame homomorphism L/(h X h)-‘(B)-+ M/0 is an em- 
bedding, we can apply Lemma 3.1. 0 
Lemma 3.5. A congruence 0 E 6 L is connected iff 
for any x,y E L. 
Proof. Note that A, vy 5 0 means e s8 x v y, 
(A, 5 13 or 0,~ 0) means (x =. e or x =” 0). 
VXhY 5 0 means 0 =@ x A y, and 
0 
Definition 3.6. On any set r of congruences of L, we define an equivalence 
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relation - on r such that, for a,/3 E r, cx - p iff there exist pLo, . . , pL, E r for 
which a = /.$I, ,$ v ,$+I # V for all k = 0, 1, , n - 1, and p,, = p. 
If a--P, we say that cu is chained to j3 in IY r is called chained if, for any 
a,@ E r, or is chained to p in r. 
Lemma 3.7. In any frame L, the meet of any chained set r of connected 
congruences is connected. 
Proof. Let y = A r. Consider A.,,, 5 y, V,,,. 5 y. Then, for each p E r, A, i p 
or V_, 5 p. Now suppose there exist a,/3 E r such that A, 5 CY, 0,~ p. Then by 
hypothesis, there exist p(,, P,, . . . , p,, E r such that Pi, = (Y, pk v pk-+, Z V (k = 
0,1,...,n-1),and~,=p.IfiisthefirstindexsuchthatV1~~,,thenO<iand 
V= A, v 0,~ p,_, v p,, a contradiction. It follows that A, 5 p for all P E r or 
0,~ p for all p E r, and therefore A, 5 y or 0,~ y. 0 
Remark. This is motivated by the classical result that the union of a chained 
family of connected subsets is still connected. 
Lemma 3.8. If two famifies of congruences { t3, 1 i E I} and {A,, 1 i E I} satisfy the 
conditions 
(1) A {~,~~EZ}=A{A,,~~EZ}, 
(2) 19~ v 19, =V (i Zj), 
(3) ei I A, for all i E I, 
then 6, = A,, $0~ all i E I. 
Proof. First, recall that, for any congruence 0 and any a E L, 
0 v A, = {(x, y) 1 (x A a, Y A a> E 0). 
Then 
13, = (A (0, 1 i E I}) v 6, 
=(A{A,,IiEO)v~, 
= (A,J v 0, 
= {(X, Y> I (x A Va,, Y A V ‘i) E q> 
= ,/J, k Y> I (x A a,, Y A a, E 0,) 
= A,, v q. . 
Therefore, A,, = 0: for each i E 1. c7 
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Definition 3.9. For a,b E L, define b U a iff there exists a connected congruence 
0~cL. such that A,sOSA,. 
It is easy to see that b U a for any connected b 5 a. 
Remark. In the frame of open sets of a topological space, for any two open sets U 
and V, U 4 V means that there exists a connected set C (not necessarily open) 
such that U C CC V. 
Lemma 3.10. In any frame L, if a = V {c E L 1 c 4 a}, then a is a join of 
connected elements. 
Proof. LetA={cELIcaa} and 
F = { 0 1 connected congruence 0 with A, IS 8 5 A, for some c E A} . 
On r, we apply the equivalence relation defined in Definition 3.6, and let W be 
the set of all blocks associated to the relation. We get the following properties: 
(1) Each block Cp is chained, hence A @ is connected. 
(2) For any @,@‘EW and @#@‘, (A@)v(A@‘)=V. 
(3) For @ E W, let k(Q) = V {c E A 1 A @ 5 A,}, then A @ 5 AkCQj. 
(4) a=V{k(@)l @EW}. 
(5) A,=A{A@\@EW}=A{A,~,,I@EW}. 
Then, by Lemma 3.8, A 4 = AkCd,,) for each @ E W, and therefore k(Q) is 
connected. By (4), a is a join of connected elements. 0 
Remark. This lemma gives the frame counterpart of the topological result that a 
space is locally connected if, for each point x, every neighbourhood of x contains a 
(not necessarily open) connected neighbourhood. 
Theorem 3.11. If M is compact, locally connected and L a regular subframe of M, 
then L is also locally connected. 
Proof. Suppose h : L+ M is the embedding map. By Theorem 2.4, h is closed. 
As the first step, we show that, for each a E L, A, can be written as a meet of 
connected closed congruences. In fact, because of the regularity of L and the local 
connectedness of M, we have 
h(a) = V {c E M / connected c with c < h(u)} . (1) 
Put 
A = {c E M I connected c with c < h(u)} . 
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c < h(a) means c* v h(a) = e, which implies Ahcoj 5 V,, i A,. It turns out that 
A hcaj = /j {V,., 1 c E A} = A {A, ( c E A} . 
Finally, we have 
A, = (h x h)-‘(A,,,,) = /j {(h x h)-‘(V) 1 c E A} 
= /l G’,*~P, 1 c E Al 3 
and each Vlr*CC*J = (h X h))‘(V) is connected, as required. 
Now, we may assume that A, = A {V, 1 d E D C L} with all V, being con- 
nected. Notice that A, 5 V, means a v d = e, hence h(a) v (d) = e. Again by (1) 
and the compactness of M, there exists a minimal finite set A, = {c, , . . , c,} of 
A such that (c, v . . . v c,~) v h(d) = e. But, c, < h(a) implies h,(cT) v a = e for 
each i, and (c, v . . . vc,)vh(d)=e implies hg(~,~...~~,l)~d=e. It turns 
out that 
Now, we claim that V,l*CCYh._.nc:,j is connected: Note that 
and each Vh*CC*j is connected. Let 
r = {Vh*(c;) I i = 1, . . . , n> . 
If r is not chained, we may assume, without the loss of generality, there is a k 
with 15 k < n such that 
when 15 j 5 k , Vhhc,;, is chained to V,,*C,;, in r , 
when ksign, Vh,CC:j is not chained to V,*CC7, in r. 
Since Vh,Cc*, v Vh,Cc*j =V for lsjsk, k<isn, we get 
I 
but 
h*(cT A . . . A CT;> v h*(Ck*+, A . . . A c:) = e , 
h,(CT A . . . A C;) A h&k*+ I A..*Ac,T)=d. 
Then, by the connectness of LIV, z t d, we have 
h,(C; A . . . A c:) v d = e or h,(c~+, A . . . A cz) v d = e 
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In either case, there is a CT such that h,(cT) v d = e, and then CT v h(d) = e, 
hence c, 5 h(d), meaning that c, could be deleted from A,, which contradicts the 
minimality of A,. Therefore, r must be chained, hence Vh,~cjA.._nch~ must be 
connected. 
By (1) and (2). a D h,(c, v . . v c,,) = h,( V Ad), and a = V (15,. V Ad) ( d E 
D}. By Lemma 3.10, L is locally connected. 0 
Remark. Recall that, in topology, every quotient space of a locally connected 
space is locally connected. Hence every open (or, closed) continuous image of a 
locally connected space is a locally connected. How about the frame counterpart 
of this result? When we have an open frame embedding h : L- M (see [S] for the 
definition of open frame homomorphisms), then the local connectedness of M 
implies the local connectedness of L since now h has a left adjoint, which 
preserves arbitrary joins and connectedness. But for a closed frame embedding, 
we do not know whether one can get a more general result than Theorem 3.11 by 
directly assuming the closedness of the homomorphism but weakening the 
requirement of the regularity of L or the compactness of M. 
Theorem 3.12. For completely regular frames L and M, if there is a dense frame 
homomorphism h : L- M and M is pseudocompact and locally connected, then L 
is locally connected. 
Proof. The completely regular compactification /3L+ L-, M factors through an 
embedding p L + p M since the density of h : L + M. From [ 11, we know that p M 
is locally connected, which implies p L is locally connected by Theorem 3.11, 
hence L is locally connected. 0 
Finally, combining the above with the results of [l], we have the following 
conclusion in terms of locales: 
Conclusion. For any completely regular locale L, the following are equivalent, 
without assuming any Choice Principle: 
(1) L is pseudocompact and locally connected. 
(2) Every completely regular locale with L as a dense sublocale is locally 
connected. 
(3) p L is locally connected. 
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